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ari) and peaceful environment. Moreover, the facilities have a rather temporary char-
act.tr ,and almost half of them are in nied of general repair.
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For water reoreation in the Prague area substantial contributions are the
reservoirs in MOTOL, HLOUBETINand HKSTIVAR,which are certainly without complex
bathing equipment at the present time.
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Fig-.3. The HOSTIVAR recreation reservoir.

LEGEND: hraz - dam; parkoviste = parking site; hahe= groves; plasl and II=
beaches; rekreacni plochy= recreation area; mlyn= mill

The HOSTIVAI bathing pool,established in the years 1960-1962(volume
1,334,000 m3 ) forms an earth dam 13 m high,l10 m at the crest. To prevent leakage
of water into the substructure of the dam, an impermeable sealing curtain had to
be installed to the depth of 35 m(its expenses were 23% of the total sum spent
for the dam construction and its accessories, i.e., overflow and base outlets).
This must be taken into consideration at the erection of other recreation reser-
volrs, e.g., in the SARECKY valley, on the BOTIC, on the KUNRATICKY creek, whore
geological conditions may be perhaps similar, while the requirement to prevent wa-
ter loss by leakage will be more urgent in regard to the srall yield of the river
flows. The HISTOVAR bathing pool is an example of a canal reservoir situated direct-
ly on the river. The BOTIC canals are comparatively large. The reservoir has a large
volumeand thereby it also has a self-purifying capaoitys-here a hazard of a more
serious contamination of water does not threaten. This is however rather an excep-
tion; for the most part, In such type of reservoir, they rockong with a system of
a second reservoir--a biological one in which water will be purifiadwarmed upand
sijuiltaneously it can be used for fish breeding.

The novelties at the Hostivar bathing place are two artificial beaches of
40 ,000 m2 each. At the time when it began to fill(in 1963), the most neces.sary
recreational outfits were however missing. Later in the seasonhowever, each beach
hJd at least temporary dressing roams an4 lavatoriesi supply of drinking water was
slals established, aliding i hsta•d floati* wooden platfozrms(rafts), boats, and
pedalling wheels were Installed. The trahsportation for the visitors from the dam
to the second beach was provided by the sight-seeing boat S.VA(alurtle). They
plan a definitive construction of a ceater which will serve 20,000 visitors Includ-
Irng sch.duled comu•nications, for the aumme of 1966-67, and this is the topic of
• numerous studies. The, are also engaged in spaoing the individual bathing facilit-
lea. The dispersed arrangement will be probably sore advantageous for operational
reasons. A part of the equipment can be also used for winter sports.
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Fig-5oRecreatiora canter In SMOUTIN.
LIGENDa biological fishpond; re cration orrf

koupaliteUm bathing place nahcnm dike

Th bathin pools In MMTO and LOUMMN are a type of riverside reservoirt
located along the side of the riverbed. In M07L three reservoirs were constructed.
The first serves as a cleaner and heater; the anet is the hathing pool. In the furn
ture this center has to have a construction for 4000 persons. At present, during
the seaxoral. visitations, 1000 - 1500 persons ane In want of any kiad of equipm~ent.
In ILOMTILIF two riverside raserv oir xst. The first is a biological reservoir,
and the second Is for recreation. The construction counts with 600 visitors for the
present. Later on# the capacity has to be enlarged perhaps for 4000 persons. The
hitherto gathered operating experr ences indicated that evem on very dirty creeks
mocb as the HIOOSK and the ROIWftA the self -prifying capacity of biological re-
servoirs Is lange. ?he arrangemet of reservoirs on the side of the river bed proper
makes possible to partially influence both water purity and water temperatuire in
bathift Poole. It *own that. for this property the T~jverpido reservoirs will be
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the most acceptable type of bathing pools.

C1I 4'

Fig.6. Recreation reservoirs in the upper river basin of
t~he LIM~VIC-SARECE creek.

LFEGENDt 1... Basta pond, reconstruction; 2 ...$ SRAHDVSKY reservoir,reconstruo-
tion; Y3ýs...BRVE pond,in operation; 4 ..NJIEKE300VE pond .proj ected; 5. --KALA
pond,in operation; 6. .LITOVICK fishpond, in operation; 7.. .JRIECSKY re-
servoirpprojectedl 8....7LIC1N reservoir,projected; 9 ... STENAD pond,
placed here; 10..*.RTJZYIK reaervoirsplanned.

In addition to the riverside bathing pools, the Prague population Is usinVa row centers in the near vicinity of Prague---'on the LIIVVICKY river in ERVE, the
bathing pool in the ShRIXIY valleys the ponds in the UNETICE valley, the bathing
pool in LHOTIA, the KYSIE and POCIRNICE ponds on the ROKYTKA9 the PODLESA on the
RICANKA, the SEBERAK on the KUNRATICE creek, the SURIN ponds and bathing pool in* JEVANI. The total capacity Is perhaps for 60,000 visitors. Westly, even the most
primitlive recreational outfitting. are generally missing.

At the consideration of further construction of bathing places,, the special-
ists~various institutions and projecting organinations started out from this gloomypicture, Projects were made for the gradial development of existing centers andfor the erectiba of new centers. According to these projects, from 197 on, water* recreation for short time will be assured for 10.3% of the Prague population. Long-
-range studies up to 1960 showed Mhe probable increase -f capacity up to 2U%.

From the viewpoint of natural conditions, the chafacter of rivers on which
now recreational centers could be set uppor water reservoirs and bathing placescould be reccnstructed, Is relatively unfavorable from a hy~drological aspect. Theminimum flow Is from 145 to 50 liters per second. Moreover, the majority of riversflow through thickly settled distriotsmso that they are considerably contaminated.
To assure sufficient amount of high-quality water would requires therefore expensivemeasures, mch as assanatlon ato the river baa,&n and regulation of the industrial(waste) water, fu~rthermore, perfect measures against water loss by leakage both Intothe bodo of the dam and at Its '-;to foundations. If to this we also add the need of
construction and development of iaese centers, the service and the ease ta'anspor,tation of visitors, It Is evident that tho realization of long-range plans has more
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Fig. 8. Project of the MZAN bathing pool in SARCE.

LEGEND: plaze= beach -recreation area; 3kalaz rock.

For the next time, the utilization of the recreation reservoir on the S>I(FCE
creek in MZAN comes in consideration. The cop struction started in November l5
and it has to be completed in 1968. Although this place kh&S exceptionally favorable
conditions from a scenic point of view, the securing of suffLicient amiount. of
high-quality water will cause difficulties again. Several solutions were proposed:
-for Instance, to increase the accumulation space in the upper basin of the
LIMrVICE-SARECE river by additional reservoirs, and to utilize thetm alternately
for bathing p0018 in MZAN. The demands should be indeed respected 'that regulWt r.6
should not curb the further development of a recreational center In the BRVE region.
A similar project for a recreational center Is prepared for STULDENA on the KUN-
RATICE creek in BRANUK- a riverside basin with a biological reservoir.

Lately, vork progresses on the study of a large recreation cento? which is to
be buiilt gradually In the tract along the right bank of the Vltava from MVYMIAD
up to H0DK0VICFXK, and, an' a long-range term, then to IMO1WAXY as far as V1'~O 3?AN.
The project eliminates bathing In the river. It counts with a system ol basins for
awimrvers and non-swimmers which are supplied with regulated Vltava water from a
reservoir in IC)DRANY, properly drawn from riverside wells. The first stage of con-
struction occupies the arva of the DYOREC field(from ZL4JTY baths up to STALINGRAD
bath),vith a capacit~y for 15,000 visitors. Here,two independent units develop each
of which has Its own entrance and equipment (reatauranta,,dressing rooeus,water clos-
ets). In the second stage of construction up to 1980,, a further isection of the
baths has to be realixed on the MLYNICA up to IIODNOVICEK. Three indepandent units
with a capuacity of 22,800 visitors will be Included. The virtue of the project is
the experience that In the future the Vltava valley remains the backbone of the
Prague district recreational centers. Thus, recreation along the river joins the
old tradition which developed over a decade In conformity with the interest., of the
Prague population In Nature.
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In the area of future centers the new swimmiing stadium in PODOLI can be also
included which started to function in June 2 -t year. It has two open basins,and
a covered one whose roofing forms the platform (grand stand) for 5000 spectators.

In summer activity., it counts with a capacity for 2000 visitors, and in the winter
opirtiohn a capct orpe consThwterucion Ireovaeds and ethe tome s-easThsson fclte,
of the first centers of the swimming sport in our country which has a year-long

are furnished for short-.time recreation. The construction of the bathing pool and
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of the recreatifn centers is very urgent for the entire territory of our country.
While in world-wide relation recreation is assured for 10% of the population of
large toroA, ,h otýrcountry the capacity doer not reach even half as much and the
bathing inginberiVg is still very backward, The plan of construction of recreation
centers is not cAessive. On the contrary, if it will bb carried ot~t to fulfilaent,
we shall Just apjroach the level which other Eopean states have reached long ago.
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